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Fight For Da Forge 
LOOT, PILLAGE AND BURN! 

Figure 1. The Generals and their Battle Standards. 
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The Story So Far 

Tired of the relentless, random raids on her Holiday Home by Warlord Iunjaw’s Greenskins, 

Sorceress Sceptia’s Household troops have been charged to go out and purge the countryside. A likely 

spot and good starting place is the Goblin Forge just east of the Township of Grunthemsberg. The 

Township don’t seem to be doing anything about the localized threat or simply don’t have the man 

power. But a decisive strike at this important location will hinder the Greenskin’s war effort plus 

there’s loads of resources scattered around the area to boot. 

Satyr’s Orc Horde verses Nemeroth’s Dread Elves - Fight For Da 

Forge 

THE DETAILS: 

Version 2 point something or other… 

3000 points. 

Primary Objective: Front line Clash 

Secondary Objective: Spoils of War! 

Scotts Spells:  Witchcraft on the Sorceress and Cosmos on BSB with Witching Hat. See 

below for specifics. 

s  
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Deployment:  Battleline (because we’re lazy). 

Scott aka Nemeroth chose sides so I let him start to deploy (because I’m kind like that). He decided 

to take the initiative and just drop everything first, I assume to give his Raiders, Scouts and Reaper 

Bolt thrower an early advantage on things. 

 

Figure 2. The Greenskin Deployment. 
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Figure 3. Dread Elf Deployment. 

Vanguard:  The Dark Raiders did, the Wolf Raiders didn’t. 

Scouts:   The Shades ensconced themselves midfield near the fences. 

Noted and pictured by Ulthred the Feared. 

 

Dread Elves Turn 1 

The Altars Blessing: Death Trance. 

No charges issued, it’s still early days… 
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Figure 4. DE Turn 1 Movement. Damn they fast… 

 

Magic:  Flux Card IV, 7 to 5, 2 tokens stored. 

Altered Sight – 2 dice. No dispel attempt. 

Twisted Effigy – 3 Dice. Dispelled. 

Wheel Turns – 2 Dice but failed to cast. 

 

Shooting: The Dark Raiders pepper the wolf Raiders (Muttsnutt’s Pups) at probably short 

range. Despite doing 7 hits and 3 wounds two goblins were saved by their meagre and rather tatty 

armour. Being so close to the general they passed their panic test too. 

 The Shades shower the Orc Crossbows doing around 9 hits, but only scoring 3 wounds two 

of which were saved by their uncharacteristically good armour. 

The Repeater rags on the catapult in the corner leaving it with just 1 wound remaining. OW! 
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Greenskins Turn 1 

The Boar Chariot (Da Pig Kart) charges the Dark Raiders who turn tail and flee through the 

building loosing 4 guys to dangerous terrain! Oucheroo, bad times Bad Elves. The chariot didn’t 

want to redirect into the far off knights so elected to fail the charge and fall way short of the 

original target. 

 

Figure 5. The Dark Raiders flee Da Pig Kart loosing many guys in the process. That burns… 

 

The main Green Battle Line shuffles up allowing their shooty left flank to try and do something 

useful. The remaining wolf riders chaff up the Dino Knights caught between the building and 

battlefield edge. The Giants, Meatshield and Cannonfodder, work round the chariot and get into 

position to charge the knights next turn. 
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Figure 6. Some dogs chaff up some dinosaurs. 
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Figure 7. Just because it’s a great shot. Muttsnutt’s Pups chaff while Meatshield and Fodder get into 
position. 

Shooting: The Crossbow Orcs unleash hell into the Gladiator Girls. 5 got wounded but 1 

managed an armour save. They passed their panic test though and continued their trot towards the 

Gobbos. 

The damaged catapult in the corner lobbed its load all over the Elven Spearfolk. It scored a direct 

hit doing 10 wounds. Luckily 4 elves made their armour save. Still smartsthough. 

The other catapult let loose on the same target, another direct hit. 8 wounds and no saves. The 

skittish elves passed their panic. Go Greenskin artillery! I’ve never been so lucky with it before and 

had previously taken a hiatus from wasting points on them.  

Muttsnutts Pups waste a small green handful of arrows on the raptor knights. Ping, pling plang! 

 

Dread Elves Turn 2 

Altar Blessing – Death Trance. 
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The depleted Spearelves made a long charge into the jeering orcs (The Iun Choppaz). The Altar 

charged the orcs too but failed by an inch. The orcs breathed a collective sigh of relief. 

 

The Raptors charge the suicidal wolf pack who hold their ground and wee their loincloths 

profusely. 

The lone Dark Raider fails to rally and keeps heading towards the edge of the field! 

Magic:  Flux Card VIII 10 vs 7 

Wheel Turns on Giant, no dispel attempt. 

Twisted Effigy on the Cross Orcs, but only just dispelled. 

Altered Sight on the Cross Orcs but that was dispelled too. Somehow. 

Shooting: The Reaper blasts the damaged catapult again but fails to wound. 

The slinky Shades decide to show their kin how it’s done and eradicate the hapless contraption. 

Despite having a BSB-reroll the crossbow orcs fail their panic test and head for the hills! Damn 

them! 
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Combat: The Cold One Knights wreck the dog boys before they know what even hit ‘em. 

Despite being frenzied the knights restrained their overrun and pivoted to face off against the 

incoming giants and possibly the chariot too. 

 

Figure 8. The Pups can’t stand the sight of such a splendid paint job and are eaten alive! 

 

The Spear Elves spike 13 orcs, felling 4. The Feral Orc general returns doing a couple of wounds. 

The orcs go back hitting 9 elves but only pulling in 5 wounds, two of which were saved on 6’s! Bad 

orcs! Naughty! 

The orcs won but only by 1, the resolute elves passed their break test. 

Greenskins Turn 2? Notes Say 3…Hmmmm 

The chariot and both Giants charge the Raptor Knights, despite a nasty spell being on one giant 

and the attribute being on the other all units made it in. Commence carnage! 
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Figure 9. Here they come! The entire Greeny flank slams into the Raptor Knights. Keeeeerunch! They 
dead. No two ways about it...right?...right? 

 

The bloody Cross Bow Orcs leave the field! Useless! 

Shooting: The remaining catapult flings its shot at the gladiator girls but misses entirely. 

Despite being at short range…Uselesser! 

Combat: The Chariot crashed into the dinosaurs doing 3 wounds but one is saved. Not to 

worry, there’s lots of giant attacks to come… 

A couple of the elven knights put a wound on the chariot, a couple more take a wound off the giant 

in the middle and the last couple of knights knock a wound off the Giant next to Da Forge. 

Now with a few extra ‘enraged’ attacks both Giants pound away at the knights with gusto and 

brevity doing an incredible…no wounds…repeat…no wounds were scored…Both Giants fluffed 

entirely…yup…sigh… 

The Chariots’ piggies managed a wound but it was saved away to the ether. 

The Ed’ Bashas poke away managing to down a knight…huh… 
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The Cold Ones strike back putting a wound on one of the giants and one on the chariot. WTF! The 

Elven Knights win the combat! Both the giants fled, stumbling a wee way from combat, luckily the 

Boar Chariot held so no one was over run. Phew! That could have been the Greenies right flank 

entirely opened up to the indestructible knights! 

 

Figure 10. ...And there they go...sigh... 

The Elven Spears jab away doing 15 hits but only 2 wounded orcs. The Orc General manages to pull 

down 5 elves. Very respectable. The orcs do a handful of wound too. 11 – 3 to the orcs. Its auto break 

but the orcs decide to hold and reset their line and ensure they can get flanked by the marauding 

Altar. 
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Figure 11. Green things! Leg it! 

Dread Elves Turn 4? 

Altars Blessing? Something mystical and invigorating occurred. 

The gladiator girls charge the cave goblins. They are subject to whirling death reaction of the Mad 

Gits, leaving only 2 girls left. One Git went right through the unit the other stopped just short so 

the Girlies had to charge through it. Ow. But they still made the charge. 

The Altar charged the nearest giant which flees through the other giant. The altar redirects its 

charge to try and catch the second giant but that flees through the first effectively blocking the 

altar getting into anyone! 
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Figure 12. The Altar chases away the smelly Giants! Raaargh! 

The Spear Elves continue to flee towards their table edge. The Lone Raider flees a little more and 

lands just short of the table edge. 

Magic:  VI 8 vs 6 

Wheel turns on the Altar. Cast on 15 and I failed to dispel. Boooo! 

Altered Sight on the Cave Grots but dispelled. 
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Twisted Effigy on the remaining catapult to stop it shooting. No dispel attempt. 

 

Shooting: The Shades pelt the catapult relentlessly but only manage to wound it once. 

The Reaper manages to hit a Giant twice but only 1 wound.  

 

Figure 13. The Shades worry the Greenskin artillery while the Gladiator Girls get up close and personal 
with e Cave Gobbos. 

Combat: The gladiators get stabby on the cave gobbos but failed to wound any! 

The spear gobbos jab back but only manage 1 wound. Due to ranks and such the grots win, the 

elves break and are run down. Mwah ha ha haaaa! 

The Raptor knight verses the chariot fight turns into a pillow fight. No wounds are scored on either 

side but the elves win with a banner. But the chariot holds again! 
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Orcs Turn 4??? 

One Giant rallies and turns to face off against the incoming Altar but keeping the Raptor Knights in 

his vision. The other idiot giant flees on the table like a big drunken lummox. 

The orcs try to charge into the flank of the Altar. It’s an easy peasy charge needing just 3…and they 

get snake eyes…well that’s just entirely flocked-over the Greenskins battleline. But wait, we 

remember just in the nick of time that the orcs have a champion in their midst to lend ‘Order the 

Charge’ to his boys slothful legs and they make it in no problems. Phew! Some brown just came out 

of me then. 

 

The Cave Goblins ignore the middle objective, turn their backs on the Shades and make their way 

over the hill towards the contested flank jist incase the Giant makes a hash of things again. 

Magic:  None, there isn’t any. 

Shooting: None. There isn’t any. 

Combat: The Orc General boshes his Potion of Swiftness and batters away at the Altar but 

only manages a wound. 

The Elven BSB manages to pull down a howling orc. The Altar Crew pull down another. The Avatar 

pulls down 3! 

The Orcs finally go doing 6 wounds but 4 were saved by various means. The Orc still win 10 – 6, the 

elves held their ground despite needing to roll under LD 5. Just die you stupid thing! The Altar 

couldn’t reform to face its aggressors because it would have brought people out of combat. 

In the prolonged Chariot Fight – The knights wound the chariot thrice but it saves all of them!!! 

The piggy’s do bugger all and the ‘Ed Bashers do bugger all. The raptors score a wound but it’s 

saved again! The elves win by a banner again but the chariot holds…again! MVP award right there! 

Dread Elves Turn 5???? 

Altars Blessing – Aegis save. 

No charges. 

The Spearmen fail to rally but only stumble forward a little bit. The god damn Lone Raider rallies 

on the brink of the abyss! 
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Figure 14. The Lone Raider rallies at the last moment! 

 

Magic:  VII 8 vs 6 (again?) 

Altered sight on the Shades to make them more shooty (I think we worked out later they wouldn’t 

have actually benefited but hey ho). No dispel attempt because I figured they couldn’t shoot that 

much. 

Wheel Turns on the Raptors, boosted. But I dispelled with my whole pool. 

Shooting: The shades, now within the minimum range of the catapult evaporate the thing. 

Poor crew. 

Again the Reaper/ Repeater Bolt Thrower shoots the remaining giant scoring two hits but only one 

wound. 

Combat: raptor vs Chariot – the knights finally put a wound on the chariot. 

The boars to boarger all. 

The raptors do 2 wounds with one being saved. 

The Ed Bashers to Basher all. 
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The Elven Elite win 3-0 but the chariot still…fecking…holds! 

Altar vs orcs, the Altar takes down a bunch of orcs but the ferocious brutes finally pull the thing 

down in the last nerve jangle roll of the combat. 

 

Figure 15. The remaining Giant finally gets back into the fray, while Da Boyz Stomp over an Objective. 

Green Turn 5. We Think. 

The remaining Giant charges into the Raptor combat. You better do some work ya damn lug! 

Combat: The knights do a wound on the giant but fail to take the last off the chariot. 

The giant finally makes a decant show of things and squashed 3 knights. 

Everyone else wiffs. The greenies win 6-2, the raptor break and leg it directly off the table, what 

with it only being like an inch away. The rather exhausted giant and chariot reform to chase down 

the Lone Raider and Elf Sorceress cavorting around the other side of Da Forge. 
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Dark Elves Turn 6 

The Spear elves failed to rally what with being decimated and all. 

The Repeater kills the chariot off but no one panics…just! Again a bunch of horrible Discipline 

Tests but luckyilly the BSB kept everyone in check. 

The Lone Raider cranks his Crossbow and pops off the giant with lucky box cars to wound!!!! WTF? 
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Figure 16. The Lone Raider earns himself an MVP right at the close of the battle. Lucky son of a... 

Green Turn ….6? Possibly. 

Nothing. I do nothing. The orcs have picked up an objective marker. I can’t charge anything and 

I’ve got no shooting left. And I never had any magic. 

Results and Wrap Up:   

What…the…FUNK!? We were all so exhausted. What a grind! Elves shouldn’t be able to grind! The 

battle kicked off from the get go with causalities from shooting and an early charge by the Spear 

Elves. The entire right orc flank got bogged down by a single 8 elf unit of cavalry almost for the 

entire battle. 

Scott/ Nemeroth was worried about his deployment and in the end regretted going first, but to be 

fair I was going to do the same thing. - Get in some early shots and chaff charges ASAP. Take 

whatever advantages you could as soon as you could. 

Shy of not getting the first turn I was happy with my list and deployment and Id do it exactly the 

same again (Spoiler for Scott!) 
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Such a mad, twisty turny battle, full of suicidal charges, unheard of long charges, insane failed 

charges, desperate last stands, skewed pillow fights, lazy drunken monster fights, daring 

courageous individuals and shit dice all-round. Oh what a lovely war! 

Apparently I killed 2323 points worth of pointy ears. 

Scott killed 1605 green things. But somehow I think it should be more than that…plus I managed to 

secure one of the Loot Tokens therefore the Secondary Objective. 

MVPs- for the Greenskins it had to be the Pig Kart, although it didn’t do a lot of damage it 

somehow held the entire Greeny right flank for a long time before getting unceremoniously shot. 

For the Elves it has to be the valiant Lone Raider who, against all odds, returned to the fray at the 

last minute and bagged a bunch of points by pincushioning the last Giant. 

Sooo, just goes to show, you should never attempt war without a good supply of Battle Beer! It 

keeps you calm and clear headed and you need something to toast to your MVPs with. 

Nemeroth, I salute you sir, that was insane. Re-match? I wanna swap dice next time… 

 

Peace. The Satyr. 

 

 


